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There is a village on the hill.
There is a spring not far from our village,

I know it's freshness and taste –
That's why I like my spring.



Annually our school spends the World Day Annually our school spends the World Day 
of Health of Health -- April 7 on a nature.April 7 on a nature.

We have set off on springs, where we have We have set off on springs, where we have 
seen a terrible picture …seen a terrible picture …





•• What we can make for What we can make for 
updating water balance of updating water balance of 
the river the river SeverskiSeverski DonesDones??

•• Whether it is possible to Whether it is possible to 
drink water from springs drink water from springs 
which are taking place in which are taking place in 
territory of our village?territory of our village?

•• Whether it is possible to Whether it is possible to 
reduce shortage of drinking reduce shortage of drinking 
water in a village in the water in a village in the 
summer period?summer period?



•• To define an ecological To define an ecological 
condition of springs of the condition of springs of the 
village,village,

•• To find opportunities of their To find opportunities of their 
clearing and accomplishments,clearing and accomplishments,

•• To investigate the qualitative To investigate the qualitative 
characteristics of springs for characteristics of springs for 
definition of their suitability in definition of their suitability in 
the drinking purposes,the drinking purposes,

•• To involve attention of To involve attention of 
administration to the problems administration to the problems 
and receive them.and receive them.



•• To clean the springs To clean the springs 
•• To ensure the free To ensure the free 

approach to springs and approach to springs and 
exit of water to the river;exit of water to the river;

•• To define property of To define property of 
water: a transparency, water: a transparency, 
smell, taste and smell, taste and colourcolour;;

•• To involve attention of To involve attention of 
administration to the administration to the 
problem.problem.



TheThe planplan ofof workwork

The ecologists The ecologists 
To study and improvement of To study and improvement of 
an ecological condition of an ecological condition of 
springs and their territory.springs and their territory.

The chemists The chemists 
Tax of samples of water for Tax of samples of water for 
research, realization of the research, realization of the 
analyses in school chemical analyses in school chemical 
laboratory, processing of the laboratory, processing of the 
received results.received results.



Estimation of modern ecological springs and Estimation of modern ecological springs and 
way of its improvementway of its improvement

TheThe ecologistsecologists::
•• InnaInna
•• HelenHelen
•• TanyaTanya
•• MaxMax

•• SergeySergey
•• AlexAlex



TheThe purposespurposes::

•• To define an ecological To define an ecological 
condition of springs of condition of springs of 
village village BliznayaBliznaya IgumenkaIgumenka;;

•• To find opportunities of To find opportunities of 
their clearing and their clearing and 
accomplishments;accomplishments;

•• To involve administration’s To involve administration’s 
attention to this problem attention to this problem 
and receive it.and receive it.



HypothesisHypothesis::

The spring will become suitable for use if:The spring will become suitable for use if:

•• To make it accessible to the visitors;To make it accessible to the visitors;
•• To clear and deep the bottom;To clear and deep the bottom;
•• To ensure a drain of water to the river;To ensure a drain of water to the river;
•• To create an experimental platform for lessons of To create an experimental platform for lessons of 

chemistry, biology, ecology and geography;chemistry, biology, ecology and geography;
•• To create the place of the restTo create the place of the rest



CourseCourse ofof researchresearch

•• Cleaning of territory near of the Cleaning of territory near of the 
spring spring 



ConclusionsConclusions

•• It is necessary to keep It is necessary to keep 
up an ecological up an ecological 
condition of springs.condition of springs.

•• Administration’s help Administration’s help 
on an accomplishment on an accomplishment 
of springs and their of springs and their 
territory.territory.



HypothesisHypothesis::

Spring’s water is suitable for Spring’s water is suitable for 
drinking if it is basic of sanitary  drinking if it is basic of sanitary  
hygienic normshygienic norms



ProblemProblem::

WhetherWhether therethere correspondscorresponds waterwater inin
springssprings tto o sanitarysanitary hygienichygienic normsnorms??

TaskTask
ToTo definedefine propertyproperty spring’sspring’s waterwater

((ccolourolour, , tastetaste, , smellsmell, , transparencytransparency))



CourseCourse ofof researchresearch::

The first stageThe first stage
Make the tests of water.Make the tests of water.



The secondThe second stagestage

Research properties of water in school chemical Research properties of water in school chemical 
laboratorylaboratory



ConclusionsConclusions::

•• The investigated springs of our village  The investigated springs of our village  
contain water appropriate to the basic contain water appropriate to the basic 
sanitary hygienic norms and spring’s sanitary hygienic norms and spring’s 
water is suitable for drinking, water is suitable for drinking, 
preparation of food and for the preparation of food and for the 
economic purposes.economic purposes.

•• The best springs are the third, forth and The best springs are the third, forth and 
fifth spring.fifth spring.

•• We recommend to clean springs We recommend to clean springs 
regular.regular.


